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Do you want to make your most beautiful day
truly memorable? Do you dream of a wedding
with good music? Music that can accompany
you and those you love towards the altar? A
music that can accompany you during the
reception or during the cutting of the cake?
Some songs chosen with you, for you. Or were
you thinking of making a corporate event more
original or maybe you were planning a private
event?
The good news is that if you live in Piedmont,
the answer is yes, you can have it all.

P.IVA 03933640041

Telephone
(+39) 346 306 4439



The fee will be adjusted according to the instrument, which may require renting.

Experience the music!

THE CAUSE
FOR MUSIC

AND BEAUTY.

522 EUR is the base fee for a
piano recital. The amount can
vary depending on the
characteristics of the event. Send
me your request with sufficient
notice to better outline the details,
any fellow musicians to involve,
and the costs.

Tired of listening to soulless music from
anonymous speakers? No more meaningless

compromises! Here's your chance to immerse
yourself in an extraordinary musical experience.

Reject the overly high price you pay when you
deprive yourself of the universal language that
has always accompanied humanity in crucial

moments and deep solitudes!

210 EUR is the base fee for weddings. The amount
can vary depending on the requests of the couple
(playing during the reception, etc.). Live piano
music can provide a beautiful and romantic
backdrop to your wedding ceremony, from the
moment your guests are seated to your exit down
the aisle as newlyweds. My art will create the
perfect atmosphere.

The arrival of the guests (3-6 musical pieces)
The entrance or "procession" of the bride (usually
1 musical piece)
The signing of the register (often 2-3 musical
pieces)
The exit or “Recession” of the bride and groom (1
piece of music)


